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• Knights' pitcher, Jay Veniard heads the 1995 draft crop going in the fifth round-p. 12 
Students help to hire 
Anthropology students' evaluations will assist 
in selecting a new professor 
by JEFF HUNT 
Staff writer 
A new face will be in the 
Anthropology department by the 
fall semester, and students will 
have had a hand in the selection. 
Hiring of a new associate 
professor has been going on for 
the last couple of weeks in the 
Sociology and Anthropology De-
partment, and the list is now down 
to three. 
The Department used part 
of a $1500 "search" budget to fly 
in their first choice, Dr. Shila 
Baksi, an expert in the kinship and 
linguistics of India ·and the Nez 
Pierce Indians _of North America, 
to teach a class for evaluation by 
Anthropology students. 
The students were given a 
survey with a wide range of ques-
tions on the performance of the 
Washington State University 
graduate including, "Do you think 
she'd be an asset to UCF." 
"I think so," said Chuck 
Parrott, an Anthropology major. 
"She's very knowledgeable in In-
dian affairs and presents her lec-
ture with a little humor to spice 
things up." 
Dr. Allyn Stearman, chair-
person of Sociology and Anthro-
pology, believes that Baksi's 
Middle Eastern experience would 
expand the department's scope; the 
Anthropology Department already 
has faculty with considerable ex-
pertise in North America, Latin and 
South America, and Asia. 
"She'd bring more diversity 
to campus and broaden the range of 
expertise within the department," 
said Stearman . 
. "It's also keeping with UCF' s 
goal of giving the best undergradu-
ate education." 
The petite, dark haired 
woman wearing a blue and gray 
Sair, lectured on the traditional 
marriage practices of India for an 
hour before the surveys were col-
lected by Dr. Ronald Wallace, pro-
fessor of Anthropology. 
"I can't quantify it, but [her 
demonstration] will be significant 
in determining a selection," said 
Wallace. 
There are two other candi-
dates still being considered; one is 
an Africanist, and the other is a 
Melenesian. 
The final choice will be made 
within a month, Dr. Stearman said. 
Future 
- . 
Smaller companies· 1ure new graduates 
by MARCO BUSCAGLIA 
College Press Service 
Marty Bannon remembers 
dreaming corporate dreams of 
IBM and General Electric. "I al-
ways wanted to ~ork at one of the 
big boys," says Bannon, a senior 
at Penn State. "It just seemed like 
people would take notice of your 
career more if you worked some-
place they were familiar with." 
ButBannonsayshechanged 
his views after talking to some 
friends and family. "Itjustseemed 
like you had a lot more opportuni-
ties for advancement at smaller 
companies, so I kind of limited 
my search," says Bannon. "I 
wanted to get the best job I could 
for individual reasons on the 
present, not in their future." 
So despite being recruited 
by "a few Fortune 500 compa-
nies," Bannon decided to accept a 
job with a small computer con-
sulting firm outside of Boston. 
Whether Bannon knew it or 
not, his conclusion that bigger isn't 
necessarily better may be part of a 
larger trend among graduates. Last 
year just 13 percent of Columbia 
University's M.B.A. recipients 
took jobs with large manufactur-
ers, or companies \\'.ith more than 
1,000 employees, compared to 25 
percent of graduates who did the 
same in 1990, according to "For- . 
tune" magazine. At Stanford Uni-
versity, only. 
about half of the 
business 
school's class of 
1994 joined big 
companies. In 
1989, almost 70 
percent did so. 




to what smaller 
companies can 
offer, a new survey of campus ca-
reer services offices also indicates 
that smaller companies have taken 
an interest in hiring new grads. 
According to a recent survey 
by the National Association Of Col-
leges and Employers, 53 percent of 
career offices reported an increase 
in theamountofemployersrecruit-
ing on campus, while 29 percent 
said they're seeing the same num-
ber of employers as last year. In 
both cases, campus officials said 
eatre UCF presents ''The Foreigner.'' -p 10 
that recruiting by smaller com-
panies is up. 
"Small and local employ-
ers that may not have been in-
terested in graduates a few years 
ago are recruiting college se-
niors now," says Dawn 
Oberman, director of employ-
ment information at the NACE. 
"They see them as a wise in-
vestment." 
Although larger corpora-
tions are returning to campus as 
well, Penn State, like most 
schools nationwide, can at-
tribute an increase in the num-
ber of employers recruiting on 
campus largely to smaller com-
panies, says Jack Rayman, Penn 
State's director of career develop-
ment and placement services. "The 
growth has clearly been with 
smaller firms," Rayman says. 
















away from larger corporations af-
ter they were trained, according to 
Rayman. "We're trying to tell these 
companies that these grads are not 
only trainable, but they may al-
ready have the skills the company 
needs," he says. "They get a chance 
to hire skilled workers at an entry-
level salary." 
Rayman says that unlike 
large corporations, who may look 
for specialized graduates to fulfill 






companies often seek generalized 
students who can perform differ-
entjob duties within their employ-
ment role. "The whole emphasis 
on quality management is affect-
ing what companies are looking 
for," Rayman says. "People who 
are generalists in their field will be 
able to help ou~ in a lot of different 
ways-. They'll have more responsi-
bility and more at stake in the 
company." 
Which is exactly why gradu-
ating students are turning to smal1er 
companies in the first place. After 
seeing their parents get laid off after 
25 years on the job, many students 
are increasingly skeptical of large 
co_rporations. "Graduates today want 
early responsibility and more inter-
esting work. They don't feel like 
they should put in three or four years 
of grunt work before they move up 
the corporate ladder," says Thomas 
Oh, senior research analyst at 
Hanigan Consulting Group in New 
York City. ''It's easy for students to 
get lost in a crowd in a large corpo-
ration, especially when you're part 
of a large training class. In smaller 
companies, you're noticed right 
away. The pressure can be greater, 
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~ NETWORK WITH THE TOP NAMES IN PUBLIC 
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°' ....... JOIN THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
TEAM ... . 
' 
WE ARE NOW FILLING TWO INTERN POSI-
TIONS IN PROMOTIONS AND ONE IN SALES. 
•SALES WILL ASSIST IN ALL ASPECTS OF THE ADVER-
TISING SALES MARKET. 
··PROMOTIONS WILL BOOK INTERVIEWS WITH THE .TOP 
STARS IN MUSIC AND FILM. 
PLEASE STOP BY THE TABLES ON THE GREEN, 
OR CALL 823-8054 AND ASK FOR STEVE. 
' . ~ • . ' 
. COME BY THE GREEN BE EEN 1·1 :30 AND 12:30 TODAY AND PICK 
... UP YOUR ORLANDO CUBS COLLEGE NIGHT TICKETS, AND REGIS-
.· TER To w1N. WET N1 WILD TICKETS. ·. · · · · 
' ~ . 
wm.w.•.•MM COLLEGE NIGHT AT TINKER FIELD 
~:~~=~:~~~:~~:~~~~=~ 
• Thursday, June 8, 1995 7:00 p~m. vs. Jacksonville . 
II · $1.50 admission with your college I.D. 
• First 1,000 fans age 21 and up receive a Budweiser\ WDIZ rm 
Ill "Thirsty Thursday" Mug good for $1.50 Budweiser refills. ~! 
l,1 F M I ~ t• C 11245 CUBS : :~~-::,~:~[~~:i=:j~j:j:j::i::~: or ore n.1orma ion a - 111 
:;;::::\}@ff{ 
·:·:::::::::'.;:::::::::::·. Ill 


















''lJnat are you going 
to do lJJitn that?" 
Liberal Arts 
Business 
Biol9gical Sciences I 
I Engineering I 
II Administralive 19.3% 
II Education 14 .8% 
D WriterslArtiSls 14 8% 
D Sales 114% 
• service 11.4"/, 
~Business 9.1 •1. 
0 Communication: 5.7% 
[J Technicians 4 .5% 
I.Ill Craft 4.5% 
ea Public Affairs 4.5"• 
• Business 36.3% 
II Administrat ive 31 .9% 
D Sales 19.8% 
D Compute1 4.4% 
.Craft 4.4"/o 
R8J Services 3.3% 
II Education 11 .6% 
[3 Administrative 11.6% 
D Math/Phys. Sci. 6.3% 
11 susiness 6.3% 
88 Engineerin{ 5.3% 
EJ Technicians 4.2% 
D Sales 4.2% 
1111 Service 3.2% 
ea Craft 3.2% 
[] Biology 3.2% 
• Biology 28. 1 % 
II Administrative 12.5% 
0 Techniciaas 10.4% 
D Education 9.4% 
• Sales 9.4% 
~ Business 8.3% 
D Health 7.3% 
Oservice 6.3% 
Ill Mathemalics 4 .2% 
~Craft 4 .2% 
• Engineerin{ 63.0% 
• Business 7.6% 
Ocran 7.6% 
0Technicians 7 .6% 
• Compuler.; 6.5% 
l!l9 Administrat1Ve 4.3". 
D Sales 3.3'-' 
Source: U.S. Dept. of Labor I CPS:MDB 
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Despite the motivation to find the career you've been planning on for the last four or five 
years, very few people ever get that job in "Victorian Poetry," at least right out of college. 
So keeping in mind that you have plenty of time to prove your skeptical relatives wrong, 
here's a look at how graduates translate their field of study into their first jobs. 
A special dental care offer for- UCF students ... 
A Co01plete Exa01 & Xrays Welcome to East Orlando Dental. 
I'd like you to come in and get 
acquainted \Yith your ne\\· dentist and 
save a fe\\· dolbrs. 
. 01 "1 0 (INITIAL) 0274 (4 BITEWINGS) 
FOR $9! 
(A $65 value) 
Current UCF ID required 
Take advantage of excellent-dental care at 
very·comfortable prices. Just bring this 
certificate with you on your first visit.-
See you then! Offer expires 7 /31/95 
UCF TEAM DENTIST 
George Yarko, D.D.S. 
East Orlando 
DENTAL 
Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member: 
American Dental Association, Academy of 
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Dentistry. Florida 
Dental Association. Central District Dental Association, 
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and 
'postgraduate training in TMJ 
11780 E. Colonial Drive 
At the corner of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Dr. 
It ,, ourofllce p<>h.:1 1ha11he pa11en1 and an' other per..on R'>pon,ihle for pay~nr ha' the nght to refu !-< 10 pa1. cancel pa1men1. or oc reiml>urx'd for p31men1 fo r a111 other-.e"tce. e1antma1ion. East Orlando 
or tre;ument 11 hich 1, ·rfom1eJ ,, a re>uh of and 11 uhm 7" hour. of r<:> nJin~ tu the ad1 em,eme01 for 1he free. dt...:11u ntcd ke. or r<'lluc1'1l ke "'" ice. e1amma11on. or trca1mcn1. 
FUN AND WILD SAVINGS. 
MORE VARIETY. MORE FUN . 
With acres and acres of slides, chutes, flumes 
and floats for $5 off the all-day Wet 'n Wild 
admission, what could be wilder? Top that off 
with 36-holes of FREE miniature golt at Congo 
River Golf (included in cm~/ <;.~(.; 
your admission). ~o come' -rreth rrild 
get wet and go wild today. INTERNATIONAL DRIVE•(407) 351-180~ 












• \ I 
I 
~,~ - I 1-----'---~--'---'--~"r----....,........-
~ -,;,;,,;,;,,;,,,.-..,__~ 
2 I 
~ I Offer good for $.5 off all-day admission with proof of Florida residency. Not valid ,, m ::: I 
with any other offer or afternoon pricing. Valid for up to 6 people through 6/18'95. r,t~~~1· + mn IQ? ~ ~ 
L PLU#76A 77C =1 I 
______________________ ... 
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Maximum ·exposure 
VISUAL ARTS BUILDING 
On the date of22April95, a man of22 years 
old, exposed himself to two female students that 
were inline skating in and around the Visual Arts 
Building about 7: 30 p.m. 
The man, a student as well, initially con-
fronted the two females and dropped a dildo on the 
ground. Tlie females proceeded to skate away when 
the man dropped his pants and inserted the dildo 
into his rectum. 
The victims then called the UCF Police De-
partment to file a complaint. J.R. McClure, of the 
UCF Police Department, had already spotted the 
suspect running across campus with a black bag 
over his shoulder. McClure had decided to follow 
the questionable individual when the report came 
over the radio. 
The suspect was then apprehended and iden-
tified by the victims. Both victims are willing to 
prosecute. 
RESEARCH PARK 
On the date of 1May95, three female UCF 
students were walking on north on Alafaya Trail 
towards the University when they spotted a man in 
the woods near Research Park. He had his pants 
down to his ankles and was masturbating in plain 
view. The man was, reportedly,white, 5' 7" with an 
oval clean cut face. 
The females continued to walk towards the 
University and the man began to follow ,fully clothed. 
He foll wed them until they reached the edge of the 
parking lot on Central Florida Blvd. He then walked 
in the direction of the Athletic Buildings. The 
females reached the administration building, then 
called the UCF Police Department. 
All three victims are willing to prosecute. 
FINE ARTS BUILDING 
On the date of 6MAy95, at4:15 p.m., a female 
student was inline skating around the Fine Arts Build-
ing on campus. When she stopped to rest near the 
building she noticed a white male in the Breezeway 
area on the second floor. The man was nude and 
masturbating. 
He was reportedly six feet tall, medium build, · 
black hair, 25-35 years old. He also had black hairy 
arms and chest. 
The female then skated away and proceeded to 
call the police. 
LIBRARY 
On the date of 23May95, at 9:30 p.m., two 
females reported a white male of about 25 years of age 
for masturbating in front of them on the second floor 
of the library. 
After a UCF police officer presented the victims 
with the suspects identification at the circulation desk, 
they denied that it was him. Then the suspect walked 
by them and they both identified him. It was the same 
man that was in the picture presented to them earlier. 
The two victims then seemed confused and 
could not make a positive identification. 
Stolen Items 
HANDICAP PLATE MISSING 
A UCF students found that, her handicap li-
cense plate had been removed from her Mazda. The car 
was parked in lot A5 on May 1- May 4 at various times. 
The item was found missing on the 4th of May 
at approximately 6:40 p.m. 
More stolen items 
KIDNAPPED ART WORK 
Betweentbedatesof21April95 and 24April95 
a piece of art work that was on display in Room 165 
B in the Visual Arts Building, was stolen. 
The thief flipped over the card on the pedestal · 
and wrote the word "Kidnapped" in pink on the card. 
The only leads at present are a piece of pink 
chalk found at the site. Others are still being ques-
tioned about the inhabitants of that area on those 
days. 
STOLEN HARDWARE 
Mac Lab manager, Dan O'Brien, reported that 
between August94 and April95, a 80 MB Internal 
Hard drive of approximate value $100, was stolen. 
The last time someone noticed the hard drive 
was there, was during maintenance back in August of 
95. 
The delay in reporting the theft was due to the 
fact that Mr. O' Brien had attempted to consult and 
question employees and assistants about the loss 
before reporting it to the police department. 
take Kaplan and get 
a higher score ... 
June 25 Aug. 3 
June 17 · June 25 
More students take Kaplan's courses every 
year than any other test prep company's. 
Call us today to find out why. 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
KAPLAN 
The answer to the test question. 








WITH <iEOR<iES COLLINET 
From National Public Radio® 
and World Music Productions. 
The Central Florida Future Classified June 7, 1995 
I CLUE:> INFO LJb.LP \VANTb.D 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student 
Union meets the 2nd & 4th Tues. 
of each month, Social Work 
Trailer, rm. 101. 
ALL WELCOME! 
Two roomates wanted, 3BD/ 
2Bath house, furnished, Alafaya 
Woods, $225/mo. + 1/3 utilities. 
Call Brent at 823-5035 daytime, 
leave message. 
NS male for summer wanted 
furnished 1 bdrm of 2 bdrm apt 
$350/month + 1 /3 utils 282-357 4 
For rent 2 BR 2 BA townhome 
Fox Hunt W/D micro fenced yard 
Av: Aug 22 Call 292-9489 $575. 
212 & 3/2 , clean units, near 
UCF, W/D. For imm. occup. or 
reservations, call 657-1-967 or 
1-800-929-4403. Broker 
TOP COMMISSIONS! 
Join America's #1 Vacation Co. 
Vacation Break of Orlando is now 
hiring T elesales Reps. 
• $40-$70 Per Sale 
•Inbound Calls Only 
• Fun Working Atmosphere 
• Daily Spiffs 
Training provided 
Call 786-2663' 
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING 
Earn up to $2000+/month. World 
travel. Seasonal & full-time 
positions. No exp necessary. 
For info. call 1-206-634-0468 
ext. C54184 
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING 
Seasonal & full-time employment 
available at Nationa_I Parks, 
Forests & Wildlife Preserves. 
Benefits + bonuses! Call: 1-206-
545-4804ext. N54181 
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK 
Make up to $2000-$4000+/mo. 
teaching basic conversational 
English in Japan, Taiwan or S. 
Korea. No teaching background 
or Asian languages required. For 
information call: (206) 632-1146 
ext J54183 
Yl Price[ess (jift --.-.1 
Make a unique and personal contribution to another 
family's happiness: 
Healthy women between ages 21 and 33 
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples. 
Compensation provided. All donors .are anonymous. 
Call Mary or Michelle at 896-7575 
for information. 
•Wide Area Coverage 
• Unlimited Calls 
• Only ·$9.99/ Monthly 
Community Bio-Resources, Inc. 
Until Robots 
replace Humans 
... your plasma will 
always be needed 
DID YOU KNOW? 
YOUR PLASMA SAVES _LIVES. 
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS: 
*Patients in shock 
*Bleeding Disorders 
*Provide intravenous 
fluids for bums, 
surgery, or 
treatments of illness 
*Protect against infection 
*Accident victims 
*Provide clotting factors 
for Hemophiliacs 
*New research on life 
threatening dieseases 
11We will compensate you for your time 
when giving the gift of life" 
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH 
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION 
Call for information and/or appointment 
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL. 
Help wanted: Earn up to $500 per 
week assembling products at 
home. No experience. Info 1-504-
646-1700 DEPT. FL-307 
Let me draw you a picture 
$ 
Opportunities for competitive, 
energetic & motivated people 
are here in the Telesales 
industry. Great hours, 2:30-
9:00pm M-F & 2:30-8:00 Sun., 
436/U niv-. area. 
A picture is worth a thousand 
words, and this one is worth a 
lot of$, so call 657-0048 to join 
the team 
Why look for a job? Save money 
and time by using your phone! 
Find A Job ... FAST! Send $6 to 
Ron Graham 4546 S. Semoran 
Blvd. Suite 628 Orlando, FL 
32822 
By owner. 3 acres, 230 ft. ski 
lakefront. 4/3.5, jacuzzi, double 
shower, heated screened pool, 
60 ft. covered patio. Below 
appraisal $260,000. 3 miles to 
campus 677-6829. 
Twin waterbed $75 obo. 
sheets/headboard 
977-0122 
Your own personal telephone 
number-no deposit, no contract 
only $15.00/mo. Call 354-4622 
FURNITURE 
Blue/grey 5-piece sectional sofa 
with end recliners $450 obo Mica 
kitchen table w/3 chairs $80 
obo-All excellent condition! 
Call 273-6090 
Moving must sell! Bed $50, 
Desk $50, Dresser $25, Shelves 
$10. Call 275-7609 
Liscensed Massage Therapist 
U.C.F. senior Michelle Mill.er, 
L.M.T., is offering therapeutic and 
relaxational professional massage 
at a special discount rate for 
U.C.F. students, faculty and staff 
of $25 per one hour session. 
Call for an appointment. 623-9544 
MM0013520 
Child care needed by July. 
weekday evenings, some 
overnights for 9-year-old in 
Longwood home. N/S, good 
swimmer. need ref. 339-4033 
Get involved in 
Student Government. 
Be an Election Commissioner! 
It is a great way to play an 
active role in 
Student Government. 
Pick up applications in the 
Student Government building, 
or call 823-2191. 
CASH FOR COLl, .. EGE 
900,000 Grants available. No 
repayments, ever. Qualify immedi-
ately. 1-800-243-2435 
I TYPE. YOU PLAY. 
Sue 896-0937 
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50 
678-6735 
ASSIST - students with typing, 
resume and/or computer work. 
Have Desktop Publishing with 
graphics. Call Pam 788-3509 
Rub elbows with Student Government. 
Help -the Police catch criminals. 
Write .Future Ne·ws. 823·-sos4. 
U.C.F. STUDENTS ••• 
Domino1 s Pizza® would like to 
THANK-YOU for your support 
throughout the year! 
HAVE A GREAT SUMMER! 
G~~~ \}S'-384g:ssris II 
r----------------r---------------, i 513!? : · 511 !? i 
,, 
1 I Medium Pizza with Up to 3 1 
: TWO LARGE PIZZAS I Toppings & a 1 O Piece Order of : 
1 Each with Up to 2-Toppings I Buffalo Wings 1 
Add 99¢ for eoch !Xep Dish I Add 99¢ fa Deep Dish I Jll Valid at participating locations. Not valid with any other otrers. II Valid ot porticipotin9 locations. Not valid with ony other offers. I 
I Customer pays soles tax whe~ epplicab~. our driver's carry I Customer pays soles tax whe~ oppfic.oble. our driver's cany I • • less thon $20. Ddvcry o~s ~mitcd to ensu~ sa~ driving. • • • less thM $20. Delivery areas limited to ensu~ sa~ driving. ~ : ..; ~·~ ~sl:;, ":ii.''~~ ·i.l,l/~r ..; ;...:~ "::::.' "'.:. ·~ ,,-°"'~""~l.:.;f,i..: 
: 9Pl~T~ I S·~T~ : 
I MEDIUM DEEP DISH PIZZA; CARRY OUT SPECIAL I 
: . WITH 3-TOPPINGS I Large 1-Topping Pizza : 
I Add 99¢ for Deep Dish I Add 99¢ for Deep Dish I el Valid at participating locations. Not valid with any other offvs. I Ml Vafid at participating locations. Not valid with any other ofkrs. I Customer pays sales tax where app6cable. our driver's carry CUstomu pays sales tax w~re appkable. our driver's airry I • less than $20. Delivery ~as limited to ensu~ sa~ driving. • • less than S20. Delive;ry areas fmited to cnsu~ sak driving. • L! · 1995 Domino's Pizm, Inc. CALL NOW! Ofler ends 6/15/95 I I[ · · 1995 Domino's Pizza, Inc. CALL NOWI Offer ends 6/15/95 I ------------------=-----~----------
• • ~Tu-ec_~~-H-on-·m-fuw_e ____ .....__P-llll()ll June 7, 1995 
TI1e right to die is 
not protected 
We've been very busy talking about our rights as citizens, 
things we are all quite ready to fight for, if not with brawn, at 
least with brain. We have the freedom of speech, freedom 
from illegal searches and seizures. But what's missing? 
Our Founding Fathers took great care to plan for every 
possible contingency, but how could they have known? At a 
time when people died of influenza, when a wound inflicted 
by musket or arrow was most often fatal, and at a time when 
a simple trip from Virginia to Colorado left behind dead loved 
ones, how could they have foreseen a need for legislation to 
protect our rights to die? 
They can't be blamed really. There's no way they could 
have known. But here we are. Most of us, as students don't 
think too often about the right to die. It probably hasn't 
touched your lives yet. But it will. You can count on it. 
The tragic accident Christopher Reeves had underscores 
the sometimes unexpected twists our lives can take. While it 
is too soon to tell whether the man we know as Superman wil1 
recover, or to what extent, it should at l~ast make us think. 
Would you want to live 30 years in a hospital, on a respirator, 
unable to move? That's a long time to think, to hope, to want. 
To desperately miss a walk in the park ... making love. 
Maybe you've thought about it. No doubt at least your 
parents have. And perhaps there's the false sense of security 
from a legal document called a Living Will. For the un-
initiated, a Living Will is a legal document which states that 
you have no wish to be kept alive by artificial means. But is it 
functional? No. In practical matters, they translate to DNR. 
But here's the catch; let's say you're in a horrible car crash. 
The ambulance rushes you to the hospital. Where's your 
Living Will? News flash: unless it's taped to your forehead, 
the ER will put you on the respirator, and there ·you'll be. 
Let's say you 're pretty organized, and one of your family 
members knows where your Living Will is located. They take 
it to the hospital. Your chart is marked DNR. But guess what? 
Your body, mind, or soul, or some combination of the three, 
has to have the where1?1ithal to override the functioning of the 
respirator and what ever else they've hooked you to in order 
to keep you alive, to actually die. Then they won't resuscitate. 
But that's not so bad, is it? You're probably in a coma or 
something and don't know what's going on around you. Or do 
you? No one really knows the answer to that. 
The tragedy is that your experience with this issue will be 
when it happens to someone you love. You'll stand by 
helplessly, and watch them suffer. And at that moment, you' 11 
wish Americans had the right to die. 
-Pat Fox 
Opinion Editor 
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What lie government has no· business doing 
The possibility that the gov- ~ ~ all, it should ensure that it hears 
ernment and the country could be the American people, responds 
truly united again is.welcome and to them, and serves them as 
long overdue, but as of this writ- well as possible. Although 
ing, it is still just that-a possibil- ..___________________ some politicians think and be-
ity. Ever since the Republicans became firmly ensconced in have otherwise, the government exists for the people; if the 
Congress and Republican presidential candidates threw their reverse were to materialize, our cherished American freedoms 
hats in the ring and Newt Gingrich revealed the "Contract would simply cease to exist. 
With America," the role of the ·government has again become The government should not dictate what people can read, 
prominent i'n our minds. write, watch, say, believe, and think. It should not be a 
Given the high visibility of the new Congress and the hints theocracy (a government joined with the church). It should not 
of sweeping changes to come, we may ask, "How big should try to be all things to all people, for that is impossible to 
theU.S.Governmentbe? Hownmchofitistoomuch? What accomplish and efforts to do so would be ruinous to this 
do we want? What don't we want?" country. Government should not-manage the economy or 
Admittedly, our attitude toward the government is schizo- American businesses. It should not attempt to jump-start the 
phrenic: We talk a good game about how it is too big, costs too economy with "stimulus packages" and behave as if throwing 
much, and is inefficient, but we deman_d_th_at_i_td_oe_s_s_om_e_thi_. n_.g..__m_o_n ... ey-at_.p_r_o_bl_e_m_s_w_i_ll solve them. It should not raise taxes 
about every problem under the sun. without cutting spending, nor 
We have been conditioned to think Government should shoulditspendmoneythatitdoes 
that way about the government, and A • not have. 
that is unfortunate. We expect too not see merlC8 as The government should .nQt 
much of it and we are frequently a laboratory· for seek to strip law-abiding Ameri-
disappointed. However, we are not cans of their right to keep and bear 
entirelytoblame;politiciansandthe social experiment. s arms; the mind-set of politicians 
government do not have image prob- committed to doing so is appalling 
lems for nothing. Fortunately, our and frightening. The government 
discontent with the government prompts us to want less of it. should not violate our o.ther..Yita.LConstitutional rights, nor 
And less of it is good for America should it see America as its fiefdom and treat the people as its 
We have rightly been concerned about the size of the subjects. It should not presume to take the places of parents, 
government, especially since the Clinton Administration be- norshoulditbeaconstantsourceofincomeforpeoplewhoare 
gan. The Clintons' health care reform (a euphemism for unwilling to work. Government should not see America as a 
"socializedmedicine")isatextbookcaseofjusthowintrusive laboratory for social experiments, nor should it fund or force 
Big Government can be. We would do well not to forget it. failed social programs, such as wealth redistribution, down 
The idea that the government should be as small as people's throats. 
possible to allow the people maximum freedom is not new. Our government should be small but strong. The word 
Our Founders envisioned a very limited role for government. "strong" implies that it must be able to take care of its essential 
Their ideas for creating a nation that has been referred to as a duties competently and effectively without becoming intru-
"city on a hill" emphasized individual Americans, not the size sive. Public opinion holds that it does none of the above 
and scope of their government. particularly well. That perception is justified, and it will not 
So what should the government do, and what should it not change unless those in the government realize what their jobs 
do? The government should handle national security and truly involve. 
command the military. It should print money and make, pass, To quote Thomas Paine: "Society in every state is a 
andenforcelegislation. ltshouldruntheNationalAeronautics blessing, but Government, even in its best state, is but a 
and Space Administration and the U.S. Patents Office. Above necessary evil; in its worst state, an intolerable one." 
EXPRESS 
YOURSELF! 
WRITE FOR THE OPINION COLUMN! 
We need your opinion on campus issues or current 
events. If you belong to a club or minority and would like 
to speak on the issues, call, FAX, mai4 or bring it to: 
( 407) 823-8054 • FAX 823-9494 • 12243 University Blvd., 
Orlando, FL 32817 (in UC7 plaza across from campus) 
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Hey Phelps! You're not in Kansas anymore In deep gunpowder 
This.past weekend, tens of ~ t justificau·on for _their actions is 
thousands of gays and lesbi- that the Bible compels them to, 
ans descended on W altDisney yet they ignore all the real teach-
World for a two fold purpose: ings of the Bible to do so. 
to have fun, and to show the ------------------ The real problem hei:e is not 
world that they are as normal as anyone else. Seems like a gays or lesbians or the Share the Vision weekend. It is . the 
simple thing to do, going to Disney to have a good time with ·: actions of religious conservatives. Gays and lesbians do not 
your significant other. But wait- here come the right wing causeproblem~becauseoftheirsexualorientation. That's like 
religious fanatics to spew hatred and lies in the name of God. attributing a characteristic as. being a function of skin color· 
What a Christian thing to do. (anotherideapioneeredbyconservatives). Sexual orientation,. 
You may have heard of the "Reverend" Fred Phelps from like skin color, is som~thing you're born with. The problem 
Kansas. Well, he and a small group of followers came here to lies with the inability of right-wing conservatives to deal with 
thecitybeautiful(ospteadChristianhateinprotestofgaysand people who are different from them. That's called the "My 
lesbians, as well as to see how many times he can say "faggot" way or the highway" attitude that is so prevalent among 
in 60 seconds. If you caught his brief appearance on the Ed Tyll conservatives. 
show on Real Radio 104.1, you '11 note that he didn't last too Instead of acknowledging and reveling in the differences 
long. Instead of engaging in an intelligent dialog with Ed and between pe0ple, conservatives wouldratherjusthateand bash 
a representative from a gay and lesbian organization, this very and try to take rights away from people because of being 
Christian man just rambled the aforementioned f-word, and · different. There is no compromise: there is no tolerance; just 
basically was just a hateful idiot. hate. To accomplish their goals, 
Thesadthingthough,isthatPhelps Phelps came here right-wingers take to hate and fear 
is representative of fundamental mongering, quoting divine rights as 
Christians and right-wing conser- tO See hOW many times theirjustifications. They'Uspeakto 
vatives at large. you about liberal permissiveness 
Now, here's what I don't get he COUid Say "fagg~t" andlackofmoralitywhileig~oring 
about people like Phelps. They •1 n 60 seconds.· their own. They'll try to brainwash . claim to be Christians, but they the masses with talk of secret agen-
ignore some of the most basic les- das and hidden purposes. 
sons of Christianity. Do unto others as you would have them If you listened to the rest of Tyll' s show, several gay and . 
do unto you. Whatsoever you do to t:he least of my brothers, lesbian callers stated the hidden purpose and secret agenda for 
that you do unto me. Love thy neighbor as you love thyself. Let this Disney weekend: to showcase gay people in a positive 
he who is without sin cast the first stone. Neither God nor light. How sinister! How threatening! You will not have seen 
Christ mention homosexuality in the Bible, just some Pat . gays openly having sex or molesting children (unless there 
Robertson types from that era. Hate is not a Christian value; were some Catholic priests in the park... Hey! I'm just 
but right-wing America embraces it _like a warm cuddly kidding! Lighten up.) What you may have seen was gay men 
puppy. Why? and women holding hands and being affectionate with one 
They were campaigning in the last few years to take away another. You will have . seen them e~joying what Disney 
rights from gays based simply on the fact that they are gay. Not World has to off er in the company of their friends and loved 
only is that un-American, but it is un-Christian as well. David ones. You saw them acting just like anyone else. And that's 
Caton and his American Family Group (abbreviated KKK) what these right-wing conservatives are afraid of most. Ac-
campaigned unsuccessfully to do this in Tampa. Similar tivities like these expose the religious conservatives as being 
groups all over the country are doing so as well. The only the hate-~ongering hypocrites that they are~ 
. . 
Bibliophiles- Don't go into the Ubrary alone 
J~fj--Det/11/tin 
GUEST COLUJ\INIST 
I must admit, it's not often that I agree with former 
President George Bush, but his recent decision to resign his 
lifetime membership in the N.R.A. has made me think there 
may yet be hope for him. What was once a conservative voice 
_for gun owner's rights, has become an organization that has 
gone off the deep end with its haphazard rantings of anti-
govemment, anti-intrusi_on, and 'it's my property so I can do 
what I want on it, even if it breaks a law.' In a recent fund 
raising letter the N.R.A. said that the ban on assault weapons 
.recently passed by Congress, "Gives jack-booted government 
. thugs more .Power to take away our constitutional rights, break 
·in our doors, seize our guns, · destroy our pr9perty and even 
injure or kill us." 
The N.R.A. has forgotten that our government was set up 
with ·three branches .to keep each other in check- thus the 
term "checks and balances." What exactly is it about unarmed 
citizens that makes government more powerful? After all, a 
bill, before becoming law must first pass through both houses 
of Congress, avoid a presidential veto and still be able to 
. withstand a constitutionality challenge in court. With such 
limits in place to protect .our freedom, I don't think inany 
constitutional rights have. been violated by legislation. 
Another low point ad found in the N.R.A.'s American 
Rifleman, fearures Nazi storm-troopers depictingfederal agents . 
in a raid. I seem to be blind to this correlation between aNazi 
horror that killed millions of innocent, law abiding citizens 
and a federal raid to uncover illegal and potentially harmful 
material. 
The N.R.A. has gone far beyond its simple goal of protect-
ing gun owner's rights in order to appease the appetite of a 
small radical faction. While some of the N.R.A. members 
might take a comment such as, "In the Clinton Administration 
if you have a badge, you have the go-ahead to harass, intimi-
date or even murder law abiding citizens," as hearsay, other 
more unstable people might take the comment to heart and 
declare an open season on federal agents. 
Law enforcement, like every other profession, does have 
its share of mistakes and bad apples, but it is, for the most part, 
a profession filled with dedicated men and women who put 
themselves on the line everyday. In the words of President 
Clinton, "Law enforcement officials in this country deserve 
our respect and support, no one has the right to run them down 
As a student with no social life, ~ t 2 . . Did these Vector Ticks or suggest that it is somehow all right for them to be put in 
I'm in the school library a lot. For . volunteer for testi11g? harm, s way.,, 
you students who are new at The 3. And are they as scary as The worst part of this N.R.A. fiasco is that the remarks 
University Of Central Florida this . theirnameleadsmeto believe? 
th lib · th b' b 'Id . Well, I did some Vector were aimed at making a buck. And make a buck they did, 1 semester, e rary is e ig m - ----------------- million of them. In 1994, 157 officers and federal agents were 
ing that doesn't say "Library" anywhere on it. Tickresearchanditturnsoutthattheyarenotatallcooperative killed. One can only wonder how many more will be killed 
As I see it, The UCFlibrary (which has been declared The little creatures. In fact, they wouldn't.even agree to an inter-
because of the N.R.A. message. 
Land Of One Entrance, One Exit; Just Try To Get Past Our view, so I seriously doubt that they went along with this testing I encourage the N.R.A. to step up and take actions to make 
Security Beeping Doors. HA! HA! HA!) has only one-real willingly. Youanimalrightsacti.vistsoutthereknowwhatl'm amends for its malicious .deeds. I believe hat the N.R.A. 
problem, a lack of books. Don't get me wrong, there are many thinking: We· should organize a nationwide protest chanting. should du.1ate the profits they have made from this negative 
books in the library. The problem is that most of them have ''No more testing stage-specific development of a filarial i ·campaign to the families of fall((n officers. God knows, they 
the words "Endocrinology" or "Legal Torts" in the title, nematode in Vector Ticks!" 
Whereas I Would Prefier boo. ks wi'th the words "How To" and If d 't taiid ~ th V t T' k h ill? have enough money to spare. The N.R.A. should also give a 
we on s up or e ec or ic ' w 0 w · hearif elt apology to every officer that this statement might 
"Make A Billion Dollars" in the title. Thelibrarycarriessomefunbookstoo. They'vegotscripts 
have affected. This would be a great start toward cleaning 
Our current library selection (Endocrinology) leads me to of The Simpsons, the words to every Monty Python routine, some of the rust off of its tarhishlng image. 
believe that the people responsible for bringing these books and an excellent book on head lice. The library also houses 
into the library are Martians. Of course, finding the books can various CD:ROM computers, microfiche and microfilm ma-
be tough sometimes si,nce the Dewey Decimal System we chines, an Electronic Kiosk, and word-processing computers. 
learned in high school has been rendered completely useless. The only problem is that there are only six students who 
· The periodical section of the actually know how to use them. 
library isn't bad, though. Accord- No more testing stage- .Lately, I've become pretty 
ing to the 1994-95 Catalogue, the handy with the LUIS terminals. 
library has subscriptions to 5,000 Specific development Don'ftellanyoneltoldyouthis,but 
magazines and journals. Evidently if you punch in ''LO," most of the 
they received a Publishers' Clear- Of 8 filarial nematode time the computer will give you an 
inghouse sheet of stamps with pie- 1• n , 'ector Ti· cks '· abstract of the book or article in tures of tiny magazines on them Y 1 question, giving you enough infor-
and sent them all in. Surprisingly mation to write a paper on, say, the 
though, the library doesn't carry USA Today, my favorite, originationoftheproverb, "Thegrassisalwaysgreeneronthe 
most colorful, "I Just Want The Jist Of The Story" newspaper other side of the fence," without actually looking in a book or 
of them all. reading an article. 
Thankfully, the library does carry magazines such as Yes, the information superhighway is a great place to visit, 
Milling & Baking News, The Journal of Pressure Vessel anditrunsrightthroughourlibrary. Forinstance,fromLUIS, 
Technology, The Beverage Industry Report, and The Journal you can tap into the library system at Harvard University and 
Of Helminthology, brought to you by the International Insti- hold books that you have no intention of going to Massachu-
tute of Parasitology. Justin case you don't have a subscription setts and getting! (Not that I am suggesting that you to hold 
toTheJoumalOfHelminthology,thismonth'sfeaturearticle every book in the Harvard Library concerning "law," or 
is, "Stage-Specific Development Of A Filarial Nematode anything. That would be inconvenient for the Harvard stu-
(Dipetalonema dracunculoides) In Vector Ticks." dents, now wouldn't it?) 
If you're anything like me, you're a big fan of the I do think that we should know how to use the many 
Dipetalonemadracunculoidesnematode.Sowheneveritmake library-related resources available to us. And I think that 
headlines, I pay attention. But reading the title of this article everyone should also know that on a trip from the first floor to 
brings me to ask several questions: the fifth floor, there are 99 steps. Don't go on the fifth floor, 
1. What IS a Vector Tick? though. Vector Ticks live there. 
great doctor Angus Wallace, who, ' 
while flying on British Airlines became a h~ro 
by performing emergency surgery on a young woman 
who, on her way to the airport was in an accident? 
Well, seems during flight, her lung collapsed, and 
the good doctor improvised to save her life. According 
to the news account viewed on WFTV: 
''Stewards just found things-on the plane in 
many cases." Well I guess so. They were, after all, in 
flight at the time ... Which leads me to wonder where 
they found things in those other cases ... 
It is the OFFICIAL OPINION 
of the Opinion Editor ... · 
That 'fhe magic 
ARE TI{E BEST! 
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For most bands today, air 
play on MTV is the route to suc-
cess. Get your video on, wear a 
cool shirt, and who knows, maybe 
you too can have a career in the 
music industry. The Toadies have 
taken a different route. While 
MTV virtually ignores their dip 
for "Possum Kingdom," the Dal-
las group is using radio and their 
intense live shows to convert the 
masses. 
"MTV wants us to be their 
darlings, but that's not what we 
want," Toadies bassist Lisa 
Umbarger said prior to their re-
cent gig at the Hard Rock Cafe. In 
fact, the band seems to ignore the 
station all together. Their video 
Kennedy, but the inclusion of 
MTV' s most obnoxious personal-
ity has not helped air play. · 
"Maybe we should have got-
ten the guy with the big 
hair...uh ... AdamCurry," vocalist/ 
singer Todd Lewis chimes in. 
With · or without MTV air 
play, the Toadies seem ready to 
break big. More and more sta-
. tions are picking up "Possum 
Kingdom," and the Dallas band is 
in heavy demand as an opening 
act. Fortunately, the band does 
not have a "we're ~he" next big 
thing" atti.tude. Even when the 
AC went out in their RV (where 
the interview took place) the group 
remained polite, directing any 
nastiness they were feeling to-
wards headliner Matthew Sweet. 
"Look at his feet, they're 
huge," Umbarger laughed when 
Sweet walked past their RV. 
The Toadies appearance 
with Sweet at the Hard Rock marks 
the group's fourth Central Florida 
appearance in recent months. In 
April they played a raucous set at 
the Edge, complete with stage div-
ing (The band insisted on remov-
ing the barricade that separates 
the fans from the stage,) and mosh 
pits galore. The Central Florida 
area is a great market for the Toad-
ies, largely because of the mas-
sive air play for "Possum King-
dom" on WJRR and WDIZ. 
"We're also big in Boise," 
Umbarger quipped. "We're big-
ger than Aerosmith in Boise," 
Lewis added. 
Prior to signing with 
Interscope records, the group 
played the club circuit in the Dal-
las/Ft. Worth area. Once signed, 
they recorded Rubberneck and 
have been touring to support it 
ever since. Now the group seems 
ready to make the next step. 
No matter how successful 
Rubberneck (their Interscope de-
but) becomes, Lewis insists the 
band will head into the studio in 
January to record a new album. 
Lewis is the main songwriter in 
the band and writes most of the 
lyrics. His scream seems mon-
strous onstage but offstage he is 
quiet and reserved, letting 
Umbarger and lead guitarist Darrel 
Herbert answer most of the ques-
tions, at one point getting up to 
work on the air conditioner. 
Because of schedule re-
straints Matthew Sweet performed 
first at the Hard Rock gig, allow-
ing the Toadies to grab the luxury 
of performing last. The switch in 
order was probably a good idea 
anyway since The Toadies are 
more popular in the Orlando mar-
ket. 
Taking advantage of their 
pseudo-headlining status, The Toad-
ies more than impressed the 3,000 
plus on hand at the Hard Rock. 
Songs like "Possum" and "Back-
slider" are heavy on the CD. Live, 
they tear at your gut pounding your 
brain with their driving guitars and 
whisper to a scream vocals, cour-
tesy of Lewis. 
The Toadiesreallymake good 
use of dynamics, holding the crowd 
together through mellow sections 
and then delivering the punch dur-
ing the heavy sections. 
Intense live performances are 
a necessity for an up and coming 
band trying to make a name for 
themselves. Each time the Toadies 
have played in Florida they have 
indeed delivered. The only draw-
back has been with security at Florida 
venues. The local security guards 
is.. 
and police have, according to the 
Toadies, been less than cordial to 
fans. 
At this ·point in their careei: . 
there is little the Toadies can do to 
stop such non-sense. What they will 
do is continue to tour in support of 
Rubberneck, and welcome any suc-
cess that comes their way. Touring 
is not treated as a burden. In the 
words of Lisa, 
"This is what I've always 
wanted to do." 
-Mike White 
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Seven films from UCF students will be shown this Saturday . 
at the fourth annual Florida Film Festival. 
The Festival, held at the Enzian Theater in Maitland from 
June 2 through June 11, features over 100 films from various 
countries as well as filmmaking seminars and a student works 
competition. 
As a part of the Fe§tival's commitment to independent and 
student filmmaking, the Festival's student works competition is 
composed of the best student works from Florida colleges and 
universities. The winner will receive a prize of $1,000 as well as 
significant exposure and recognition_. 
This year's competition will take place at the Enzian on 
Saturday June 10 at 9:00 a.m. and is free to the public. 
30 short films will be in competition, including seven from 
UCF film students. Censorship by Kirk Cadrette, Climate Control 
by Jena Wallace, Hills Like White Elephants by Sean Cusick, and 
four experimental music videos: Poison by Sheila Cole, Signature 
by Michael Ozias, Tears in the Rain by William Mills and Don't 
Explain by Schulyer Osborne were all chosen to represent UCF's 
Motion Picture Division. 
The other films in competition include 13 from the Ringling 
School of Art and Design, five from Daytona Beach Community 
College, and one each from Full Sail Center for the Recording Arts, 
Florida State University,Miarni-DadeCommunity€ollege,Rollins 
College and University of Miami. 
On Sunday yet another filmmaker out of UCF will show off 
his latest project. UCF graduate, Eduardo Sanchez, along with the 
rest of his crew will present their film Gabriel's Dream and discuss 
the trials and tribulations of no-budget filmmaking. Gabriel's 
Dream: A Work in Progress will be the final seminar of the Festival 
and will be shown on Sunday morning at 11. Like the rest of the 
seminars offered during the ten-day event, it is free to the public. 
For more information about the Student Works Competition 
or about the 1995 Florida Film Festival, call the Enzian at 629-
1088. -Derek Krause 
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Theatre UCF ~ummer Company pre~ent~ • 
by LAURA BUNDY 
Contributing writer 
It is one month after Spring Commencement. You are 
Donald Seay, head of Theatre UCF. Are you lamenting the 
recent graduations of some of your best actors? Dan Johnson? 
Kelly Jo Hoerr? Adrian Winebarger? 
Absolutely not. In fact, you have assembled just the 
Summer Company to prove it, comprised of some of the 
strongest leading actors of your winter season. 
Last week Theatre UCF opened The Foreigner, the first 
offering of the Summer Company, an intensive eight-week 
program for its most serious theater students. Audiences m_ay 
recall last summer's delightful productions of Move Over, 
Mrs. Markham and Once Upon A Mattress, to name a few. 
It is even more _likely that they will recognize this 
season's company actors from their wonderful work in the 
UCF plays of 1994-95. 
Leading these outstanding performers is Brook 
Hanneman, who most recently lent her fire to The Kentucky 
C:Ycle, Part II and The Trojan Women. 
Another Theatre UCF favorite participating in the sum-
mer productions is Tim Williams. Williams gave an especially 
charming performance as the genteel narrator of The Good 
Doctor last fall. 
Both Jennifer Hodges (Hecuba in The Trojan Women) 
and Kevin Reams will be remembered for their wonderful 
work in 1994' s musical Cabaret, as will Ross Bogart for The 
Good Doctor. 
Rounding out the Summer Company are solid actor 
Don Fowler, stage manager/performer Jason Williams and 
The Kentucky Cycle's Jenn Remke. 
Joining the cast of The F oreigneris faculty member Jim 
Cali, who played the "effeminate heterosexual," Alistair, in 
last summer's Move Over, Mrs. Markham. Cali plays Charlie 
Baker, the foreigner of the title. Charlie is a meek Brit 
deposited into the middle of a chaotic Georgia fishing lodge by 
his outgoing friend, Sgt. "Froggy" Le Sueur (Tim Williams). 
The conflict of the play begins when Froggy, hoping to 
help his shy friend, explains to the resort owner (Jennifer 
Hodges) that Charlie doesn't speak English. The local down-
home folk react with varying degrees of curiosity, and thus, the 
antics begin. The only problem is the length of time that the 
audience is kept waiting before anything really happens. The 
script is slow to get going, with an exposition about twice as 
long as it should be. 
Nevertheless, Cali and the other actors cope as well as 
photo/ HUNT 
The KKK holds a little ge1 together during Theatre UCF's Foreigner. 
they can, deliberately setting up the plot with strong character 
acting (and surprisingly good accents), to get to the point at 
V{hich they can shine, which they do. 
The laughs really begin at breakfast the morning after 
Charlie's arrival. Confined to silence by his friend's lie, 
Charlie decides to have some fun with Ellard, a dim-wit guest 
at the same lodge, played by Ross Bogart. Beginning with a 
staring match and mimicry, the action snowballs until Ellard 
is "teaching" Charlie enough English to read Shakespeare. 
Charlie promptly employs "new ability" to woo Ellard' s 
sister, a very human and sympathetic Catherine (Brook 
Hanneman). 
Where there is comedy in the script (and at points there 
is plenty), these actors pull out all the stops. Cali has as much 
fun keeping the audience in stitches as he did last summer. As 
Eiiard, Bogart displays terrific comic instincts and timing, 
making this one of his strongest performances to date. Still, 
one does have to pity any actor playing a Southern half-wit in 
the year after Forrest Gump. 
Contributing to the comedy and the tangibility of these 
characters is the way that they sound. The voice of Don 
Fowler, as ~ev. David, drips sincerity and Baptist values, until 
he .begins plotting with the Klan. Kevin Reams and Jennifer 
Hodges have perfected their Georgia accents-Hodges' is 
pure Jan Hooks ("Designing Women.") Some of Cali's "for-
eign" speech (especially his "hopny-skipny" fairy tale) makes 
for the funniest moments of the show. 
Outstanding comedy character acting is at the heart 
of this show and saves it even when the script alternates the 
slow with the hysterical. In The Foreigner, the script may 
have mood swings, but there is not one weak link among 
the actors. 
The Foreigner is only one of four shows from Theatre 
UCF' s Summer Company in the next two months. Look for 
Barefoot In The Park, Keely and Du and The Bad Seed later 
this summer. 
Really Cool people needed to write for the 
really Cool features section. Please call Slim 
Jim or DK Buckets al 823-8192 or attend the 
hippest features meeting in town-every 
Thursday at 5:30. 
MAl.~lC 
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Save more. It's been rented before. 
Sofas ............................. from $98 
5-Pc. Dinette Sets ......... from $97 
Housewares available 
Hurry in to Cort and save 30-7fYJ/o on pre-leased, brand name 
furniture. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these 
savings. Save 10% with this ad . 
1920 Semoran Boulevard 
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Fitness 
Connection 
-East Colonial Dr./State Rd. 50 
6615 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando, FL 32807 
658-8000 
Hours 
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-llpm Friday 6am-.10pm 
Saturday 9am-8pm Sunday 12pm-5pm 
For more information, contact: 
(407)678-5600 
MBA 8c Ph.P. IN BUSINESS 
• Outstanding Faculty 
• Small Student-Teacher Ratio 
• International Business Emphasis 
• Convenient Saturday Classes 
• Continuous Enrollment 
• Six Week Terms 
• Complete degree in 15 months 
• Affordable 
• Financial & Scholarship Aid 
for those who qualify 
• Next class starts April 29 
FLORIDA TECHNICAL 
UNIVERSITY 
1819 North Semoran Boulevard 
Orlando, Florida: 32807 
In Seminole, Orange and Osceola County, there are over 
7,000 infants and small children who have no one to care , 
for them while their parents go to work. Will you help? 
Donate to 4C and the Child Care · 
Crisis Fund to provide Central Florida 
children with the care needed when their 
parents go to work rather than survive on 
welfare. Take action today for a better 
tomorrow. Remember, every little dollar 
helps. For more infonnation, call 228-6010 
or mail your check or money order to: 
Child Care Crisis Fund, 1612 E. Colonial a,& 8z_w ~ !Ttm.d 
Drive, Orlando, FL 32803. 
.__.T.he_.c.en.t.ra•l •F•Io.ri•d•a •Fu.t.ur.e_._._._._._._._..~----~-~----~----· ~---~--------------------------J•u.ne•7•,•1•9•9•5 _. ... 
Jay Veniard leads four other Golden 
Knights in the major league draft 
by MARC LOYD 
Staff writer 
During his tenure, head coach Jay 
Bergman has established many traditions as a 
Golden Knight. One of those traditions is 
having several players selected in the Major 
League Amateur Draft every season. This 
year proved no exception as the pro scouts 
swooped up five of Bergman's boys. 
ThefirstplayerselectedfromBergman's 
squad was left-handed hurler Jay Veniard of 
Jacksonville. Veniard was taken in the fifth 
round by the Toronto Blue Jays. The Golden 
Knights' ace posted an 8-3 overall record with 
a 3.38 ERA. 
Veniard was also named to an honor-
able mention on the Smith-Super Team. The 
Smith-Super Teams were voted over the past 
five months by members of the National 
Collegiate Baseball Writers Association, the 
30 member Smith Institutional Board and 
input from the fans. 
The San Francisco Giants took speedy 
outfielder Alex Morales in the seventh round. 
Morales, who is out of West Palm Beach, 
finished the year batting .329 with 6 h~meruns, 
8 triples, 12 doubles and 28 RBI's from his 
lead9ff spot in the lineup. The three-year 
starter was named to the All-Atlantic Region 
second team, as well. 
In the eighth round, the California An-
gels selected 6-1 , 190-pound pitcher Brian 
Scutero. Scutero, who has been drafted twice, 
once in 1992 by the Baltimore Orioles an<:} 
again in '93 by the Milwaukee Brewers, was 
very excited about the draft. 
"This is great. I've been drafted twice 
before, and this is the best one yet," said 
Scutero. The Winter Park native was unde-
feated this year, winning nine. The Lake 
Howell High School graduate is not going to 
rush his growing process in the minors. 
"I'm just going to do what they tell me," 
Scutero said. "I know I'm not going to just 
shoot up to the pros; it takes a lot of work." 
Senior pitcher John Foran was selected 
in the tenth round by the Detroit Tigers. 
Foran, who came from Tallahassee Commu-
nity College, played a major part in UCF' s 
success this year. 
The last, but not least, of the players 
selectedinthedraftwasChadSheffer.Sheffer, 
who was taken in the 14th round by the Seattle 
Mariners, transferred from FSU this year and 
provided the leadership necessary for the 
Golden Knights to reach the regionals. 
Even though he is just a sophomore, 
rightfielder Adam Johnson was selected to 
the first team All-Atlantic Regional team and 
garnered a second team birth on the Smith 
Super-Team. Johnson led the team in batting 
with a .365 BA, eight homeruns, 21 doubles 
and 66 RBI's. 
photo/HUNT 
UCF ace Jay Veniard was taken in the fifth round by the Toronto Blue Jays. 
Orlando Cubs solve their road woes by going 5-3 in tough stretch 
photo/HUNT 
Outfielder and designated hitter Gabe Duross had two RBl's in the Orlando 
Cubs' 7-4 win over the Jacksonville Suns last week. He's currently on pace 
to eclipse last season's totals of six homeruns and 95 RBl's. 
by TIM SPRINGER 
Staff writer 
The Orlando Cubs fired up the bus en 
route to a 10-gauie road trip that began May 27 
at Jacksonville. 
The Suns (27-31) welcomed the Cubs 
(3 l -27)into town hoping to gain some ground on 
the division rival. Amaury Telemaco dashed 
their hopes, throwing eight strong innings allow-
ing only two earned runs, with 11 strikeouts in 
the Cubs 7-4 victory. In game two, Kevin Meier 
took to the hill and left six innings later, giving up 
just four hits, leaving the Suns scoreless. Paul 
Torres' two-run blast in the fourth inning proved 
to be all the Cubs would need to complete the 
two-game sweep. 
After setting the Suns in J~cksonville, the 
Cubs headed for Zebulon, N.C. to take on the 
CarolinaMudcats(39-19)inafour-gameseries. 
Jacob Brumfield, on arehabilitative assignment 
from Pittsburgh, led off the bottom of the ninth 
for Carolina with a game-winning home run off 
of reliever Chris Johnson. Paul Torres' third 
inning home run was his second in as many 
games, but it was not enough as the Cubs lost the 
first game of the series 4-3. 
Game two proved to be a pitching clinic 
hosted by Cubs' starting pitcher Jon Ratliff, as he 
tossed a complete game shutout. Cubs' out-
fielder Pedro Valdes was a maJor contributor in 
the five runs the Cubs scored as he went 3-5 with 
three RBI' s. In game three of the series, David 
Hutcheson threw seven solid innings, giving up 
just two runs. Cub killer Jacob Brumfield went 
3-4 with a solo shot as Carolina went on to win 
5-0. 
In the deciding game of the series, Brant · 
Brown hita three-run homer, and Chris Petersen 
hit a solo shot. The Cubs went on to win 11-7 and 
split the series with the Mudcats. The next stop 
on the tour was at Wilmington, N.C. for a four 
game series with the Roosters of Port City (24-
34). The unbeaten Kevin Meier was handed the 
ball for the Cubs. Hoping to extend his streak, he 
held the Roosters to four runs in six innings, 
collecting eight K's. But the offense was not 
there for him as the Cubs produced only one run. 
The Roosters took the first game of the 
series4-l. Game two lasted 16 innings before the 
outcome was decided. Ottis Smith turned in an 
outstanding performance pitching eight innings 
and giving up just two runs. After putting three 
runs on theboardinthefirstinning, the Cubs held 
out until the 16th before they decided they were 
ready to head back to the hotel. Chris Petersen 
drew a walk and scored on Brant Brown's base 
hit The Cubs won 4-3. 
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